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Continuity -our Achilles' heel
Your editorial, examining healthcare's Achilles' heels, failed to identify discontinuity of care. 1 The article describes a 'healthcare team' but where are those teams that used to manage emergencies? Now it is easier to pass the patient than take the over-arching responsibility for those admitted when we are holding that emergency baton. Healthcare has become a relay race. The least expensive junior doctor emergency rotas usually have the participants out of sync with the senior members of the team to which they have nominally been seconded. Continuity of learning has been superseded by clockwatching. 2 While a minority of emergency admissions require the expertise of a specific specialty, most patients have multiple co-morbidities and are best cared for throughout their hospital stay by the 'generalist' and his/her team who were holding the baton on the day of admission.
We might look to the universities and Royal Colleges to sort out this mess but that thread of continuity has been passed on to the GMC which has no track record in anything other than disciplinary matters. Alternatively, our politicians could intervene and legislate to put continuity of care at the heart of healthcare and then mould the infrastructure around it. But politicians and their parties are as ephemeral as the succession of management executives imposed upon us and whose only concern is the minimization of their loss-making emergency services.
The inherent risk in healthcare is so patently obvious but no-one appears to be able to see the wood for the trees. An onlooker might see us like a group enjoying a communal bath with the patients the bars of soap. Under the muddied water no one is quite sure who is holding what. When the bathwater has drained away we appear surprised that all the soap has gone down the plughole!
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The CMO and his co-authors rightly deplore the lack of meaningful progress in reducing healthcare error. 1 However, the answer may be close at hand. In their informative editorial, they describe 'Toyota's LEAN methodology' as 'increasingly popular in identifying inefficiency and improving performance'. It is difficult to see what benefit might accrue to healthcare in this country from following the principles of a company that is at the centre of a worldwide product safety recall of literally millions of its motor vehicles, and whose profits have plummeted through the floor in the past year. Perhaps it would now be appropriate to call time on our reliance upon inappropriate business models when looking to improve healthcare performance in both the NHS and private sectors.
publication fee is forced onto the junior students/residents who are at the beginning of their career and need all these publications to further their chances of an academic position. For them, journals with author charges are not a great idea. One suggestion I have for such journals is that they ask to request a statement disclosing where the funding has come from.
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